Abstract-Polymer based organic solar cell offers a relatively inexpensive option for the future solar cell technology, provided its efficiency increases beyond the current limit of 4-6%. In this paper, we use the process and device models to explore the possibility of the efficiency improvement of the solar cell by ordered active layer morphology, obtained through template based fabrication technique. Our analysis shows that ordered morphology improves both photon collection as well as carrier transport and hence promises to double the cell efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Polymer based organic solar cell is one of the most promising third generation photovoltaic technology options. The main reason that makes organic solar cell interesting is its very inexpensive manufacturing technology based on low temperature solution processing technique. Moreover, it can be fabricated on flexible substrate and hence it opens up many innovative application possibilities like portable solar cell. However, the efficiency of the organic solar cell is far below from the conventional silicon based devices and hence for the commercialization of the cell there is a need for significant innovation in the process design of this kind of solar cell.
The cartoon of a bulk heterostructure (BH) solar cell in Fig.  1(a) illustrates the basic operating principle of the cell. The active layer of the cell consists of two different polymers, one is called donor (P3HT) and other is acceptor (PCBM). When photons are absorbed in the active layer, a charge neutral particle called exciton is generated. Second, the exciton will diffuse around (with diffusivity in the disordered active layer morphology. Third, if the exciton finds a donor/acceptor interface within its diffusion length ( 10 ), then it will be dissociated into charge carriers (electron and hole), otherwise the exciton will be lost due to self recombination ( ~ 1 . Finally, the generated charge carriers will be transported to the respective electrodes drifted by the in-built electric field due to the work function difference between the electrodes.
Bulk heterostructure (BH) promises to improve efficiency of organic solar cells by making the distributed donor-acceptor junctions accessible within the diffusion length of the lightinduced excitons, thereby enabling exciton separation into U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright useful electron-hole pairs before they can disappear through self-recombination [1] . But a potential issue of using donoracceptor blend for the active layer of BH solar cell is that the intermixing between the two polymer components leads to macrophase separation. In such a case, the domain sizes of each phase are larger than exciton diffusion length and the active layer contains randomly distributed floating islands or dead ends of polymer clusters which prevent the percolated charge transport to the respective electrodes. Fig. 1(b) is the simulated active layer morphology and it shows that only a fraction of the polymer phase volume is connected to the correct electrode for electron collection. Long annealing of the active layer minimizes the fraction of those islands as shown in the Fig. 1(c) . We also notice from Fig. 1(c) that if the initial mixing ratio is less than the percolation threshold [2] (33%) then no matter how long we anneal the sample, the major portion of the corresponding phase remains unconnected. Hence there is a need for the ordered heterostructure where the length scale of phase separation is controllable and in which continuous pathways exist for the charge carriers to the respective electrodes.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
We model the morphology of the active layer of the cell by simulating the phase separation process between the constituent donor acceptor polymers. Phase separation process between two polymers is physically described by the free energy function. We use the Flory-Huggins' mean field theory [3] to describe the free energy of mixing and the resulting free energy function can be given by equation (1) (in Fig. 4) . The kinetics of the phase separation process is modeled by the well-known and broadly validated CahnHilliard (C-H) equation [4, 5] , given by eq. (2) in Fig. 4 . AM 1.5 solar radiation spectrum is used as the optical input for the cell structure. In order to calculate the spatially dependent photon absorption rate in the active layer, multiple reflections and interference among the electromagnetic waves need to be taken into account for the multi-layered PV structure. In this work we follow the transfer matrix method described for PV simulation by Pettersson [6] to simulate the optical electric field distribution inside the device. Though the active layer is a non-homogeneous mixture of donor and acceptor phase, we use Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation to treat the entire active layer as an optically equivalent homogeneous material. This effective medium approach is justified due to the fact that the typical D/A domain sizes (around 10-50 nm) are much smaller to the wavelengths of the absorbed photons (typically more than 400 nm). So, in this approach we calculate the effective permittivity of the active layer from the individual complex refractive indices for both donor and acceptor polymer molecules and the initial blending ratio between them.
This assumption greatly simplifies the PV optical calculation and essentially converts it to a 1D problem.
III. ANALYSIS OF ORDERED AND DISORDERED
STRUCTURE Among the acceptor (PCBM) and the donor (P3HT) molecules, only donor effectively absorbs light and eventually can contribute charge carriers. So from the point of maximizing the photon absorption, it is desirable to keep fraction of the donor molecules as much as possible. But the fraction of the donor polymer is limited to 50-60% by the connected volume consideration as described in Fig 3(a) . As shown in the figure, if we keep the fraction of donor more than 60%, then even though absorption of photon will improve, but since connected volume of acceptor goes down, the ultimate performance will degrade. Hence to improve the cell performance further, there is a need to regularize the active layer morphology in such a Figure 2: (a,b,c) The evolution of the active layer morphology as a function of anneal time. A set of templating planes are periodically used in simulation to make the nanostructure cylindrical between the top and bottom electrodes. Here irrespective of the initial mixing ratio 100% of both the donor and acceptor phase volume are connected between both electrodes.
(a) t a = 100s (b) t a = 300s (c) t a = 1000s
way that, even if the fraction of acceptor phase (PCBM) is less than 33%, acceptor phase forms connected pathways (between the electrodes) for the charge carriers.
There are many ways for the ordering of the nano morphology obtained from the intermixing donor acceptor polymers. Template based fabrication technique is the simplest for generating ordered hetero structure. We simulate this template based processing technique by fixing the free energy function at the template locations and allowing the remaining portion of the active layer to evolve due to phase separation. Fig. 2(a-c) shows the evolution of the ordered structure as a function of anneal time obtained by numerical solution of CH equation (eq. (2)). The most appealing point with this ordered structure is that irrespective of the mixing ratio, both the phases of the donor and the acceptor remains connected between the electrodes and hence photon collection can be improved by increasing the donor portion in the active layer. Hence the performance of the ordered cell can be made much better from the conventional BH solar cell with the choice of mixing ratio beyond the percolation limit as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated, for the first time, the possibility of efficiency improvement in the polymer based organic solar cell by regularizing the active layer structure. We also design a simulation based modeling platform for the bulk hetero structure solar cell. Based on simple geometrical augments, we compare both the ordered and disordered cell structures. Our analysis shows that ordered morphology improves both photon collection as well as carrier transport and hence promises a factor of 2 improvement in the cell efficiency. (Fig. 3(b) ). 
